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XV IRT International Alicante

For Players Sub 2200 September 24, 25 and 26.

Information:

Registrations: clubdeajedrezdamanegra@gmail.com / 615547567

Enrollment will be 45 € General.

and it will be credited to the account: ES76 0081 1341 1100 0143 9048

Days and

schedule

Date: 09-24 Friday - round 1 / 16:00

09-24 Friday - round 2 / 19:00

mailto:clubdeajedrezdamanegra@gmail.com


25-09 Saturday - round 3 / 09:30

25.09 Saturday - round 4 / 12:30

26.09 Sunday - round 5 / 09:30

26.09 Sunday - round 6 / 12:30

26.09 Sunday - round 7 / 17:00

Organizer Black Lady Chess Club

University Village. Avda. Vicente Savall Pascual, 16

03690 San Vicente del Raspeig (Alicante).

Game venue

Category Individual

Swiss 7 rounds
System of

play

Rhythm of

play
60 minutes + 30 second increment per player / 2 byes

Evaluation

by ELO
Valid for FIDE and FEDA

1- Players with a valid federation card in 2021 will be able to play the tournament.

2- Registration will close the day before the tournament at 22:00.

3- The organization reserves the right to accept registrations at any time, as well as the right of 

admission.



4- The pairings, as well as the classification by computer system will be final and will be published in 

Info64.

5- Failure to appear in any round may mean disqualification from the tournament.

6- The tie-breaking systems applied in the final classification will be: I.- Bucholz less worse. 

II.- Bucholz total. III.-SonnebornBerguer. IV.-Number of games won.

7- It is allowed to request 2 byes of ½ point except in the last two rounds. Byes will be 

requested in writing by email to the head referee prior to the end of the round prior to 

which the bye is requested. The bye will only apply if you answer in the affirmative.

8- Anything not specified in these rules will be governed by FIDE laws for blitz chess 

tournaments.

9- Participation in the tournament implies acceptance of these rules, as well as 

authorization for the publication of photos and results for advertising purposes.

10- The Prevention Protocol for Covid-19 published by the organization will apply.

10.- ** All categories are closed, so each player will choose only the prize for their category.

AWARDS:

1st Classified: Trophy + 300 €

2nd Classified: Trophy + 230€

3rd Classified: Trophy + 170€

4th Classified: Trophy + 140€

5th Classified: Trophy + 120€

6th to 10th Classified: 80€

SPECIAL AWARDS:

- 1400, -1500, - 1600, -1700, -1800, Veteran +50, Veteran +65, 

Female, Elo Fide Player, Under 18.
Trophy +60€



Sub 08, Sub 10, Sub 12, Sub 14 and Sub 16. Trophy + gift

Hotel offer:

SANITARY PROTOCOL

Black Lady Chess Club IN FRONT OF COVID-19

In order to guarantee the health of the participants in these competitions organized by the Dama Negra 

Chess Club, the recommendations of the health authorities, the FACV Protocol, and this Club Health 

Protocol will be followed.

Upon entering the room, they must fill out the FACV Covid-19 protocol web questionnaire. In the 

questionnaire he asks if they have had close contact with a COVID patient. We consider close contact 

to 15 minutes without keeping distances and without masks.

1. Participants will be at the entrance of the Club half an hour before starting the Round, maintaining social 

distance. The tutors and relatives of the participants cannot access the Club. Only the organization and 

participants will be allowed to enter.

2. The organization will have a list of the participants who attend, as well as their basic data.

3. The safety distance of the participants will be 1.5 meters.

4. You will not be able to access the room in the case of presenting symptoms compatible with Covid-19, 

being in a quarantine period or in preventive isolation.

5. Before entering the room, the temperature of the participants will be taken.

6. When they enter they will wash their hands with hydroalcoholic gel.

7. The use of a FFP2, N95, or FFP3 mask is mandatory for all the people in the room, with the correct use of a 

good seal of the mouth and nose.

8. Players must not shake hands before or after the game. Before each game they will clean their 

hands.



9. Scores will not be shared. Each player will only sign his. At the end of the game,

they will raise their hands to warn the referee and wait for the result to be recorded.

10. Eating in the room and exchanging objects is prohibited. You can drink with your own bottle, but not face 

to face with the rival.

11. It is recommended that participants do not bring backpacks or other objects. If they bring them, they will be kept in 

an area set up for this purpose.

12. Before starting the activity, the boards, the pieces, and the clocks must be disinfected.

13. The mobility of the participants during the competition will be the least possible, only their playing area.

14. To go to the toilets, permission will be asked from the Referee, avoiding accumulation in them. Players will be 

instructed to clean their hands before and after (visually when sitting down again) accessing the toilet.

15. There will be ventilation of the game room with as many windows open as possible.

16. There will be no analysis room.


